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ABOUT THE SOLUTION 
 

What is CN Cloud PBX?  

 

CN Cloud PBX is second generation virtualised PBX service hosted within Australian data 

centres. Cloud PBX uses Voice over IP technology. The solution is ideal for Small and Medium 

Businesses (SMBs) with one or more sites and easily scales to 200+ extensions.  

CN Cloud PBX boasts the features you would expect to get from a traditional on-site PBX, 

with a productivity enhancing Unified Communications client called Cloud Communicator 

that delivers Google Contacts and Microsoft Outlook integration, Instant Messaging, 

Click2Call, Softphone, Presence engine and more.  

Furthermore, CN Cloud PBX requires no on-site PBX hardware or maintenance. All moves, 

adds and changes to your PBX can be performed remotely.  

 

What is Cloud Communicator?  

 

Cloud Communicator is an optional Desktop Client and Soft Phone that can be added on 

an extension basis to your Cloud PBX service. Cloud Communicator provides Instant 

Messaging/Chat, Presence, Click2Call, Outlook/Exchange Integration, Incoming Call Screen 

Pop-ups and Conferencing to your extension user’s desktop. The plug-in is available for 

desktops running Windows, Linux and Mac OSX.  

 

How many extensions can CN Cloud PBX provide my company with?  

 

CN Cloud PBX comes in a number of pre-defined PBX packages ranging from 4 to 200 

extensions. Each package number identified the maximum number of extensions supported 

– these can be upgraded to a higher package, or via the addition of extensions licenses to 

the base package.  

 

Is it possible to upgrade my PBX?  

 

Yes. Being cloud based or hosted, CIRUS NETWORKS can upgrade your Cloud PBX service as 

your business grows or your needs change. Simply contact your Service Provider and enquire 

about upgrade options and pricing.  

 

Does CN Cloud PBX allow all existing extensions within my company to remain the same?  

 

Yes. It is possible to easily configure and migrate all your existing extensions to the CN Cloud 

PBX solution using Local Number Portability (subject to your number range being portable 

between Carriage Service Providers).  

 

Can I have all my local and interstate offices and branch offices connected with the CN 

Cloud PBX solution?  

 

Yes. CN Cloud PBX can be used to connect all your offices (both local and remote) together 

into a common Unified Communications and Voice telephony network.  

CIRUS NETWORKS offers a range of private network and internet Access services with 

Australia-wide coverage to connect all your offices to your Cloud PBX service.  
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Does CN Cloud PBX include conference bridges with remote offices?  

 

Yes. Conference bridges or rooms are simple and easy to create through the PBX 

administration console. Each PBX package comes with a number of conference rooms as 

standard, contact CIRUS NETWORKS for more details.  

 

What are the software requirements for Cloud Communicator?  

 

Cloud Communicator works with Windows, MacOS and Linux. An Android and iOS version will 

be available in late 2015.  

Does the Cloud PBX support call recording?  

Yes, call recording is an optional feature that can be organised via CIRUS NETWORKS.  
 

What is the maximum duration of call recordings? 

Duration of call recording is not time limited. Voice recordings are maintained for 60 

calendar days.  

 

Is Fax supported on CN Cloud PBX?  

 

Yes, using both ATA adaptors and a FAX-to-email feature. FAX transmission using G7.11 has 

been tested on our platform; however, CIRUS NETWORKS’s view is VOIP is not a 100% 

guaranteed delivery medium for transmission of facsimile. The various encoding schemes 

used, i.e.G.711, as well as line speeds used are all contributors to the unreliability of Fax over 

VoIP. CIRUS NETWORKS recommends that End Customers requiring an inbound and 

outbound facsimile service be advised to maintain a PSTN line associated for the transmission 

and reception of facsimiles.  

 

Does CN Cloud PBX support video?  

 

Video is possible between handsets that support H.263 and H.264 codecs.  

 

Does CN Cloud PBX integrate with customer site door phones and door strike release 

devices?  

 

Yes, will require OEM door phones and or devices.  

 

Are EFTPOS terminals supported? Are Secure Banking and HICAPS terminals supported?  

 

Our PSTN carrier support EFTPOS however this hasn’t been tested. CIRUS NETWORKS is willing 

to work with customers to test their requirements.  

 

 

SECURITY AND REDUNDANCY 
 

How secure is CIRUS NETWORKS’s Cloud PBX?  

 

CIRUS NETWORKS’s Cloud PBX has been designed with security in mind using a permission-

based access to the Cloud PBX system. Reseller User, Administrator User and End User 

accounts can be setup each providing appropriate functionality and permissions so your 

Cloud PBX service is protected from external malicious sources.  
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What redundancy is available if the cloud fails?  

 

CN Cloud PBX is implemented using fully redundant infrastructure housed in secure data 

centres with multiple carrier connections. If a customer is concerned about on-site 

redundancy they may want to consider having redundant broadband access provisioned to 

their premises as well as having redundancy built into their own CPE infrastructure. Cirus 

Networks can implement on site redundancy for your business. 

 

THE TECHNOLOGY 
 

What is VoIP?  

 

VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) enables users to leverage the Internet or an IP enabled 

Private Network as the transmission medium for voice calls by sending voice data in packets 

using IP rather than by traditional PSTN circuit transmission. VoIP is usually more cost effective 

than traditional voice solutions which are based on circuit switched technologies such as 

ISDN and Analogue (PSTN) services.  

 

Can I use VoIP with a regular (analogue) telephone?  

 

Yes. To use VoIP with your regular analogue phone, you will need to install an ATA (Analogue 

Telephone Adapter). These devices convert the analogue signal to digital in order to work 

with VoIP. To make the most of the Cloud PBX service, CIRUS NETWORKS certified IP Phones 

are recommended.  

 

How good is VoIP sound quality?  

 

CN uses G.711 high quality voice codecs to ensure high quality voice experience that is 

superior to the voice quality experienced with traditional analogue phones.  

CIRUS NETWORKS also provides advice to Clients on the amount of bandwidth and SIP 

sessions that should be provisioned with Cloud PBX to ensure optimum voice quality and 

availability of service.  

 

What access networks does CN Cloud PBX support?  

 

CN Cloud PBX is deployed using quality Internet connections with sufficient bandwidth and 

voice prioritisation required at each site. CIRUS NETWORKS has a range of quality internet 

Access services that are well suited for Cloud PBX and VoIP.  

Further, the solution can be deployed via a CIRUS NETWORKS supplied Layer 2(VPLS) and 

Layer 3(MPLS) Private Network services.  
 

Note: Access to DNS and NTP servers via the Internet or direct CIRUS NETWORKS interconnect is required when using 

Private Network Solutions.  

Note: Use of Third Party supplied Internet connections (including modems/routers) not suited for Voice over IP is likely 

to lead to voice quality problems and other service difficulties. For this reason, CIRUS NETWORKS does not 

recommend the use of such internet connections with CN Cloud PBX.  

 

What about an at-home worker?  

 

Connection can be any of those 3 options however 3rd party (non-CIRUS NETWORKS) 

internet connections must be of “voice” grade with appropriate QOS capabilities.  

 

Does this system support multi tenants?  

 

By virtue of the very nature of the CN Cloud PBX architecture the entire platform is a multi- 

tenanted PBX. Each channel partner’s end customers virtual PBX is a  
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tenant under the channel partner. To further sub-divide an end-customer site into sub-

tenants is a function of configuration and billing.  

 

What are SIP Phones?  

 

SIP phones are the same as VoIP or soft phones and are used for VoIP (Voice over Internet 

Protocol) calls. There are two types of SIP phones: IP Phones (resembles common desktop 

phones) and Softphones (computer - software phone). CN Cloud PBX can be used with a 

large range of SIP phones. Contact CIRUS NETWORKS for a full list of approved SIP handsets.  

 

Can I use my own SIP Phones?  

 

In some cases it may be possible. For optimum quality of service, handsets used with CN 

Cloud PBX should be certified. If you choose to use a non-approved SIP handset then CIRUS 

NETWORKS will not be able to guarantee voice quality or that all features will work.  

 

Do you support auto configuration of SIP Phones?  

 

Cloud PBX currently supports auto-configuration of Polycom and Yealink Handsets must be 

configured to download their configuration automatically from CIRUS NETWORKS. This can be 

achieved through Option 66 in a DHCP server or by manually entering the boot server 

configuration details. Yealink handsets can also use the Yealink Redirect Provisioning Service 

(RPS).  

 

What handsets are supported?  

 

Polycom and Yealink handsets are fully supported including autoconfiguration. Other SIP 

compliant handsets from vendors including Cisco, Snom will also work but are not supported. 

The Cloud Communicator SIP Soft Phone is our supported soft phone.  

 

Are there any DECT / Cordless Handset options?  

 

DECT/Cordless handsets can be used provided they are compatible with CN Cloud PBX.  

 

Can you use X-Lite soft phone?  

 

Standard SIP softphones will work, but CIRUS NETWORKS is limited in the support resource that 

it can provide in the event of issues with 3rd party SIP clients other than those tested and 

supplied by CIRUS NETWORKS.  

 

What headsets do you support with Cloud Communicator?  

 

There is a variety of headsets that can be used with SIP phones.  

 

Which Ports are required to be opened inside my network for CN Cloud PBX and the UC 

desktop applications to function?  

 

✓  For Web GUI Access: TCP 443  

✓  For SIP phones: UDP 5060 (SIP), UDP dynamic(RTP)  

✓  For CN Cloud Communicator: TCP 10005  

✓  For CN Cloud Communicator IM client: TCP 5222  
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What soft switch is used for CN Cloud PBX?  

 

We use a carrier grade NEC soft switch.  
 

How are voice gateways provided?  

 

Access to the PSTN is through redundant carrier interconnects with CIRUS NETWORKS  

 

If an in-dial number isn’t registered locally at the customer’s site how does number location 

recognition work in regards to 000 calls etc?  

 

As part of the Indial number porting / Indial number provisioning process performed by CIRUS 

NETWORKS the geographic location of a site allocated a Cloud PBX in-dial number range is 

documented and registered with the relevant Communications Authorities and made 

available to the required emergency service organisations.  

 

What if there is a remote handset for a business, say at home, how does 000 work?  

 

000 will work but the Integrated Phone Number Database (IPND) details will only be correct if 

the customer has provided the correct details of the location of the number.  

As a part of the IPND registration process CIRUS NETWORKS flag that the number maybe at 

an alternate location so the Operator will confirm the address of the call.  

 

Where would the handset configuration server be located for Auto Provision - Local site?  

 

Handset configurations are stored in separate locations for each customer on the Cloud PBX 

platform and handsets download these configurations using HTTP/FTP with strong 

authentication. No additional hardware or software is required at the customer site for this 

function other than a DHCP process that supports scope option 66.  

 

When using the csv method of configuring multiple extensions would it be possible to leave 

the secret null and have the system auto generate?  

 

Yes. The system will auto-populated the handset registration “SECRET” field with a robust and 

secure randomly selected password.  

 

Can Telephony integrate with KTS/PABX via SIP? Can this solution integrate an existing TDM 

network to the new cloud via IP.to form a “hybrid” solution to enable multiple gateways?  

 

CIRUS NETWORKS can supply SIP trunks for CIRUS NETWORKS KTS/PABX systems which will 

provide free on-net calls between Cloud PBX and extensions. 

 

Are there such things as “virtual extensions” within the CN Cloud PBX platform or something 

that performs as they do in some KTS systems?  

 

Cloud PBX supports virtual extensions for such functions as IVRs, queuing, ring groups, 

voicemail etc.  

 

Can an extension be in multiple queues at the same time?  

 

Yes.  
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What about a comfort messages (ring group, queue 1st and 2nd delay announces where the 

extensions still ring whilst the caller is played a comfort message such as "we are busy please 

hold" and “your call is important to us” etc?  

 

There are various options in regards to IVR and Queue greetings that have options relating to 

how many times a greeting is played and the frequency of the greeting. I would need to do 

more investigation to identify if they could be made to operate exactly as they do in the KTS. 

It may be a case that the two platforms operate differently because they are two different 

platforms.  

 

Does Cloud PBX support CLI pass-through for CFW External?  

 

Yes. It also supports the option of either forwarding original CLI in the case of CFW-External / 

Find-Me and Follow-Me calls or the CLI of the “forwarded” terminal can be sent. This can be 

configured on a terminal by terminal basis. Also, there is no need to enable or disable things 

like “Call-Forward Off-Premises”. Giving an individual extension user access to the call 

forward feature implies their ability to Call Forward Off Premises.  

 

Can you assign a range of DID's simultaneously?  

 

Not currently.  

 

Can you do a manual night switch for a group of extensions?  

 

The nightshift function can be assigned to DID, IVR, and Queue levels.  

 

Can the Voice and Fax be used on the one SIP trunk? i.e. have the same phone number for 

both; can the Cloud differentiate between a voice call and a fax call and do what is required 

accordingly? 

  

This cannot be done natively in Cloud PBX. There may be an ATA that can do this.  

 

Can the Linksys 2100 ATA be used to allow other devices access to the Cloud, for instance 

analogue cordless phones for mobility hanging off an analogue extension?  

 

Yes.  

 

Will Cloud Communicator interface with MS Lync?  

 

This is on our roadmap.  

 

 

CALL TYPES SUPPORTED 
 

Does CN Cloud PBX support 000 Emergency call services?  

 

Yes. Emergency calls can be placed by direct dialling, or by using a prefix number for an 

outgoing phone and then dialling the emergency number.  
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What call types does Cloud PBX support?  

 

Cloud PBX supports the following call types:  

 

✓  Locals Calls (to fixed numbers)  

✓  National Calls (to fixed numbers)  

✓  Fixed to Mobile calls  

✓  International Direct Dial (IDD)  

✓  13 numbers  

✓  18 numbers  

✓  Directory Assistance (1223)  

✓  Emergency (eg. 000)  
 

Cloud PBX does not support the following call types: 

  

✓  190x numbers  

✓  Operator Connect services  

✓  Calls preselected to another Carrier  
 

 

USABILITY 
 

Do my employees need special education to use CN Cloud PBX?  

 

No. The CN Cloud PBX browser-based system administration allows users to easily personalise 

their individual extension configuration for features such as Forwarding, Follow Me and Find 

Me (Group Hunt).  

CIRUS NETWORKS has a range of Quick Start and more in-depth guides including one for End 

Users that show step by step how to configure their Cloud PBX extension and features so they 

will be up and running in no time.  

 
BILLING 

 

If the customer is porting their number range. How is the customer billed?  

 

The customer is billed at the Cirus Networks rate, see pricing document for details.  

 
SUPPORT 

 

What support is available if a customer site goes down, especially relating to assistance in 

troubleshooting for the client?  

 

If a “customer sites goes down” it needs to be determined if the issue is related to CPE or 

network access or Cloud PBX platform. Cirus Networks will troubleshoot to determine the likely 

cause. If the troubleshooting indicates the issue is with CIRUS NETWORKS supplied services 

then we have access to the 24/7 NOC Helpdesk facility that have been trained in supporting 

the CN Cloud PBX platform. CIRUS NETWORKS maintains 24/7 captures of all call traffic in and 

out of the core soft switch between the SIP trunks into the PSTN and from the core to the 

customer premises. This captured data is used to assist in identifying the most likely location 

and cause of any service issues. If CIRUS NETWORKS is responsible for provisioning the entire 

solution end-to-end the level of support and fault resolution capability is greatly enhanced 

over situations we don’t own and manage the entire solution.  
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STANDARD FEATURES AND SUPPORT 

 

• Easily scales up to 200 users  

• Single site and multi-site support  

• End user self-help via web-based interface including enhanced service 

management, call detail records and voicemail management  

• Automated call management solutions including configurable auto-attendant, call 

hunt groups and queues  

• Inbound call management solutions for extensions including call forwarding; Find Me, 

Follow Me; and call filters  

• Visual voicemail options including handset-based voicemail, email-based voicemail 

forwarding or web-based listening and management  

• PBX user directory service  

• onferences and conferencing management  

• Call monitoring options  

• Call parking  

• Support for a wide range of IP handsets and softphones including CIRUS NETWORKS 

and Polycom  

• Support provided by local 24 x 7 Operations Centre  

• Securely hosted in Australia 

 

COMPLEMENTARY SERVICES 
 

• CN Cloud PBX can be enhanced with the following features#:  

• Enterprise SIP trunking service  

• Business grade internet, Layer 2 and Layer 3 Private Network connectivity services  

• Cloud Contact Centre  

 

 

ENHANCED FEATURES# 
 

• Integrated unified communications desktop add-ons*:  

• Cloud Communicator UC client  

• Call recording  

• End customer billing  

• #Additional charges apply. 
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